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Abstract
The performances of the handover through the heterogeneous
networks play a crucial role for OoS-sensitive applications and
real-time services. Although, NEMO BS protocol has the merit to
allow today the deployment and the experimentation of nontemporal constraints services, without having to function in a
degraded mode, its performances (high latency, high packet loss
and the important signaling cost) are clearly non-optimal and
consequently it is considered non-suitable for time constraints
applications. Several architectures and mechanisms were
proposed to optimize the performances of NEMO handover.
However, these optimizations remain insufficient to meet the
needs for the applications to critical performance. This paper
proposes a mobility support for multihomed NEMO networks
when several mobile routers are deployed. A proactive approach
consisting in carrying out soft handover (Make Before Brake) is
adopted, leading to the availability of several tunnels
simultaneously which will be used according to the management
of mobility. A performance evaluation under NS2 making it
possible to validate the model suggested is envisaged.

proposals for NEMO performance optimization were made
[15]-[19]. The solutions suggested in this context suffer
from several limitations. On one hand, they are dependant
either on the infrastructure network or of deployed NEMO
application. On the other hand, the performances carried
out are subjugated with certain parameters of the
environment.
The objective of this paper is to suggest a new mobility
support (NEMO BS protocol extension) for the context of
multiple mobile routers multihomed NEMO network.
Such context means that NEMO network has several
mobile routers (MR) of which each one presents a single
external interface and admits a Home Agent (HA), but
only one MNP prefix is used.

Multihoming [1] is a promising solution to provide an
omnipresent Internet service and other advantages as loadsharing [2]-[4], fault-Tolerance/redundancy [5], Policybased Routing [6]-[8] and so on. Today, multihoming in
NEMO networks constitutes a solution for important
research which objective is to provide solutions for
mobility management that ensure a permanent internet
connectivity, at anytime, anywhere. Thus, NEMO support
combined with multihoming constitutes the missing part
which will enable us to be permanently connected to
Internet without service interruption.

Our aim is to develop an infrastructure independent
solution. For that, we move towards an intelligence located
in the centre of NEMO network itself. To take the totality
of mobility decisions, we introduce a central entity
(intelligent router) within the NEMO network, which will
play the role of a Gateway between embarked MNNs and
MRs. We called this entity NMG (NeMo Gateway), it is
responsible of handovers management and traffic
distribution between the MRs, in a transparent way for the
MNNs inside the NEMO network. All the traffics (sent
and received) of MNNs pass through the NMG, all the
mobile routers of NEMO network are connected to NMG
either wired or wireless. So, NMG has multiple interfaces,
we will use the standard IEEE 802.21 [9] especially
remote MIH services to manage the MRs.
In the proposed solution, we will adopt a proactive
approach which consists at executing soft handovers
(Make Before Brake) conducting to the availability of
several tunnels simultaneously. Thus, the breakdown of an
active link for a given MR causes only a swing in the
traffic via another MR having a previously established
tunnel.

To reduce the impact of NEMO handover on OoSsensitive applications and real-time services, several

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
description of our proposed mobility support. Protocol

Keywords: Network mobility, NEMO, Multihoming,
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1. Introduction
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details are presented in Section 3. Simulation results are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

keeps concerning all the MRs. For this purpose, we plan a
module to be implemented at NMG level which we call
MoM (Mobility Management).

2. Description of the Proposed Mobility
Support

The main idea behind our proposal is, if possible, to save
and to establish tunnels in advance between each
secondary MR and the HA of the primary MR to use them
when the primary MR (or a secondary MR) with an
operational open tunnel becomes out of service or loses
connectivity to the access network (Figure 1).

To overcome the lack in multihoming support within the
MEMO BS protocol [14], we introduce a new approach
for the network mobility by suggesting a central gateway
inside the mobile network to ensure the management of the
mobility.

2.1 NMG gateway
In our proposition, the NMG (NeMo Gateway) will be the
unique default gateway for all the MNNS. All the MNNs
outbound traffic like the inbound traffic intended to MNNs
must pass through the NMG (Figure 1).
Mobile NEMO network accepts a primary MR mobile
router and one or several secondary MRs. The Home
Agent (HA) of the Primary MR is called the Primary HA.
The MNP prefix delegated to the primary MR is also
transmitted to NMG, which announces it to MNNs nodes.
Inside the NEMO network, MRs can only communicate
with NMG router (they must not communicate neither
with each other nor with the MNNs). Once a failure within
the actual used path to internet is detected, one of the
registered MRs and possessing a tunnel to the primary
Home Agent should replace the MR which link with the
access network is broken down (the MR for the
replacement is called substituent).
The NMG gateway has the responsibility to choose and to
set out the MR router substituent on the base of the data it

Fig. 1 – Diagram architecture for the proposed mobility support

Fig. 2 – Architecture of the mobility stack for MRs and NMG
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2.2 MIH IEEE 802.21 services

MR

Type
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HoA

CoA

Tunnel

Active

Status

In this work, we take as a base the defined and specified
mechanism in the IEEE standard 802.21 [9] to develop our
proposition. The MIH services of this standard allow us to
assist the NEMO in its tasks such as environment
detection. We will use the local and remote MIES and
MICS services at the level of each MR and at the level of
NMG.

MR1

1

HoA1

MR1 CoA

1

1

MR2

0

HoA2

MR2 CoA

1

0

MR3

0

HoA3

MR3 CoA

0

0

Table 1 – NMGcache at NMG level

The local services allow detecting the changes in MRs
links’ states, to activate the triggers associated. The remote
MIES services allow MRs the notification of NMG
gateway of the events associated to links occurring at their
level; in the other hand the NMG may use the remote
MICS services to obtain the needed information on the
MRs links’ states and their quality and characteristics.
The following MICS and MIES services are used in this
approach:

-

-

MIH_Link_Down service: locally, this service is
used by the MRs and the NMG to notify the local
MIHF from in internal link breakdown. The NMG
will use the local service to detect the inaccessible
or out of service MRs. In remote, the MRs use this
service to inform the MIHF of NMG about the
external link breakdown.
MIH_Link_Going_Down service: used only in
remote by the MRs to notify the MIHF of NMG
when an external link is about to break down.

-

MIH_Get_Status service: used only in remote by
the NMG to request MIHF of MRs about the state
of its external link.

-

MIH_Get_Information service: is employed in
remote by the NMG to request MIHF of a MR for
information in relation to a specific interface. The
type of information requested is specified by the IE
(Information Element) parameter.

We note here that all MRs belonging to the NEMO
network are registered at the NMG level (e.g., by physical
addresses) and their internal interfaces (ingress interfaces)
are configured with IP addresses from the delegate MNP
prefix, so that they are easily authenticated.
We have defined at the NMG level a cache named
NMGcache (Table 1) to maintain the necessary
information concerning all MRs in NEMO network. Each
cache entry contains the following fields:

MR MAC field: the ID of the MR (for example, the
physical address of the ingress interface)
•
•
•
•
•

MRType Field: Primary MR (value 1) or
secondary MR (value 0)
HoA Field : MR Home Address
CoA Field : the CoA obtained address by MR
(defining its present location)
Tunnel Status field: value 1 for an established
tunnel or value 0 for a tunnel non yet established
Active field : shows if the tunnel is actually active
(value 1) or not (value 0)

3. Proposed mobility support operations
3.1 Procedure for the registration of a new MR
substituent
Let’s consider the example in Figure 3, where the parent
network (Home network) is the WiFi-Mesh network and
MR1 is the primary router. Assuming the secondary
mobile router MR2 got a temporary CoA address on the
WiMax access network and established a tunnel with its
HA2 Home Agent. The mobile router MR2 then notifies
the NMG of this tunnel establishment by using an
authenticated
message
including
the
following
information:

-

The address of the MR2 in its parent network
(being HoA2)
The obtained CoA address
a Nonce (random integer number) used as a
return routability control.

For this notification, we use the New_tunnel_Notification
message, which is sent by the management module of the
NEMO mobility at MR2-level to the MoM module at the
NMG level.
The New_tunnel_Notification message is processed
differently by NMG depending on whether the source is a
primary or secondary MR. We immediately explain the
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treatment to the cases where the sender is a secondary MR,
and the case where the sender is the primary MR will be
explained later.
New_tunnel_Notification message sent by MR2, NMG
updates MR2 entry of its NMGcache. Then, it transmits to
MR1 the obtained information from MR2 requesting it to
communicate the information to its Home Agent to carry
out the registration of MR2 as a substituent of MR1. This
request is done by sending a New_Sub_Reg message by
the MoM (NMG) to the NEMO module of MR1.
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• the Nonce generated by MR2
• a Nonce generated this time by HA1
This message arrives at MR2 via its Home Agent HA2.
MR2 checks the validity of the message. If the message is
valid, it answers HA1 with a Substitute_ BU message
(substitute Binding Update) including:
• Its temporary address CoA
• MNP prefix
• the Nonce generated by HA1
After checking the validity of this message, HA1 registers
MR2 as a substituent for MR1 in its binding cache and
sends to MR2 a message Substitute_BACK (substitute
Binding Acknowledgement). In parallel, HA1 sends a
Substitute_Reg_Notification message to MR1 to inform it
that MR2 was registered as a substituent. This information
is
immediately forwarded
by means
of
a
Substitute_Reg_Confirmation message to NMG which
updates its NMGcache. This process is illustrated in Figure
4.
The tunnels established with HA1 are either on open state
or a closed state according to whether the tunnel is
currently used to convey the traffic or not. The new tunnel
established between MR2 and HA1 is initially put on the
closed state, expecting an order of switching to make it
swing to the open state. A possible scenario is the case
where primary router MR1 has no link with the access
networks, and that NEMO network is being served by one
of its secondary mobile routers. In this case, when MR1
establishes a new tunnel with HA1, this latter is put
automatically at the opened state by HA1. The
New_tunnel_Notification message sent by MR1 to NMG
simply induces a shunting by NMG of the outgoing traffic
(outbound) on MR1.

Fig. 3 – Mobility support principles based on NMG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

New_tunnel_Notification
New_Sub_Reg
Sub_Reg_Request
Sub_Reg_Invite
Sub_Reg_Invite
Substitute_ BU
Substitute_BACK
Substitute_Reg_Notification
Substitute_Reg_Confirmation

The MR1 Router in its turn sends to its Home Agent HA1
a Sub_Reg_Request message containing information sent
by NMG. Upon receiving this message, the HA1 sends to
MR2 a message of invitation to registration
(Sub_Reg_Invite).
This message includes the following information:
• prefix MNP delegated to MR1

Unless a policy of routing is being implemented at the
level of the HA1, this latter should always use by priority
HA1-MR1 tunnel (primary tunnel).
The tunnel already open with secondary MR can either be
used simultaneously with the primary tunnel or simply
closed.

3.2 Changes at the level of the Binding Cache
In NEMO BS [14], a mobile router can register only one
CoA address at its HA. Consequently, the registration of
multiple CoAs with only one HoA address is not possible.
In order to settle this problem and to allow the secondary
mobile routers to be registered at HA1 of the primary
mobile router, we have modified the structure of the
binding cache of HA1 to take into account the information
on the possible mobile substituent routers.
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Fig. 4 – Procedure of MR substituent registration

We have added three fields (Table 2):
•
•

Type: This indicates if the registered MR is
primary (value 1) or secondary (value 0).
Tunnel: This indicates if this tunnel is open
(value 1) or closed (value 0) to the data traffic.
Once established, the tunnel is by default open to
the signalization traffic and closed to the data
traffic.

Prefix

CoA

Type

Tunnel

MNP

MR1 CoA

1

1

MNP

MR2 CoA

0

0

---

---

---

---

Table 2 – New Binding Cache
for the CoAs multiple registration support

presenting open tunnels with the primary HA. In this
approach, in order to activate the tunnel of a MR
substituent before the activation of LD trigger, we use the
Link_Going_Down (trigger LGD) event allowing the
prediction of the links break down. The LGD trigger will
be used with a preset threshold:

where

is the received signal strength (RSS)
is the threshold strength below which the link
is considered broken down
is the LGD coefficient slightly superior to
1 (typical values: 1.05, 1.10, …)
So, in the same manner, if a LGD event is generated by the
external interface of a MR, the MIHF of the MR sends this
event (remote MIH_LinkGoing_Down) to the MIHF of
NMG, this latter notifies immediately the MoM module.

3.3 Link break down detection

4. Handover soft procedure (tunnel switching)

We use the approach based on MIH_Link_Going_Down
service for the breakdown detection of MR links

Let’s consider again the example in Figure 3. Assuming
that the moving of NEMO network makes its primary MR
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(MR1) at the point of losing the connectivity with its
actual access network ( MIH_Link_Going_Down Event).
When the NMG detects this event by means of MoM
module, it looks immediately in its cache NMGcache the
available MRs substituent (Tunnel Status = 1, Active = 0),
it selects one following a predefined policy (for example
following the pass-band or the earliest one,...) and it sends
it a message Tunnel_Activation_request asking it to
request the HA1 (the primary HA) the opening of the
associated tunnel (Figure 5).
Assuming that NMG choses MR2 to replace MR1. The
NMG
sends,
therefore,
the
message
Tunnel_Activation_Request to MR, this latter sends in its
turn a message Tunnel_Opening_Request to HA1
indicating the parameters and the reason of this request
(tunnel MR1_HA1 inaccessible). At the reception and the
validation of this message :

-

-

HA1 opens the tunnel HA-MR2 in both direction
by which the traffic coming from or going to
NEMO network is immediately transmitted.
HA1 sends to MR2 a Tunnel_Opening_Replay

Once MR2 received a message Tunnel_Opening_Replay
(Successful Operation), it replys the NMG with a message
Tunnel_Activation_Replay.
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The HA1 will use simultaneously the tunnels HA1-MR1
and HA1-MR2 until the confirmation of the HA1-MR1
tunnel breakdown. HA1 will employ a special process: the
tunnel survivability test; it sends to MR1 a message
Tunnel_Alive_Request. If the MR1 has not lost its link
with the access network, it replies by the message
Tunnel_Alive_Replay.

The HA1 will repeat this test during a definite delay that
we called AliveTestDelay (30 s by default). The repletion
period is fixed at 3s. If at the expiration of this delay, the
MR1 still replies, so the HA1 maintains the HA1-MR1
tunnel and could close or not the HA1-MR2 tunnel
following the routing strategies implemented at the HA1
level ( bicasting, load share, applications preferences, ...).
If in the contrary, before the expiration of the
AliveTestDelay the HA1 router doesn’t receive
successively three messages Tunnel_Alive_Replay, it
concludes that MR1 has lost its link with the access
network; HA1, thus, deletes the corresponding entry to
MR1 of its binding cache. Figures 6, 7 and 8 give in
notation Abstract Protocol Notation [13], the executed
algorithms respectively by a MR (NEMO module), the
primary HA (NEMO module) and the NMG (MoM
module) at the present extension framework.

Fig. 5 – Tunnel opening procedure for data traffic
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1 : bool newTunnel;
2 : integer MRType; (Primary : 1, Secondary: 0)
3 : newTunnel →
4 : send New_Tunnel_Notification to NMG
5 : receive Sub_Reg_Invite from primary HA→
if (MRType==1) then
6:
7:
discard message;
8:
else
9:
if (message valide) then
10 :
send Substitute_BU to primary HA ;
11 :
else
12 :
discard message;
13 :
fi
14 :
fi
15 : receive Substitute_BACK from primary HA→
if (MRType==1) then
16 :
discard message;
17 :
18 :
else
establish bi-directional tunnel with primary HA;
19 :
20 :
fi
21 : receive New_Sub_Reg from NMG →
send Sub_Reg_Request to primary HA ;
22 :

197

1 : bool primaryMR; (true, false)
2:
3 : receive New_Tunnel_Notification from MRi→
if (PrimaryMR) then
4:
switch traffic to primary MR;
5:
else
6:
lookup in NMGcache for Active Tunnel (say MRj);
7:
send New_Sub_Reg to MRj ;
8:
fi
9:
10 : receive Substitute_Reg_Confirmation from MRj→
update NMGcache;
11 :
12 : receive remote MIH_Link_Going_Down from MRi →
lookup in NMGcache for available tunnels (Tunnel
13 :
14 : status=1);
select the most recent tunnel (say MRi);
15 :
send Tunnel_Activation_Request to MRi;
16 :
17 : receive Tunnel_Activation_Replay from MRi→
update NMGcache;
18 :
forward outbound traffic via MRi;

Fig. 8 – Executed algorithm by the NMG (MoM module)

23 : receive Substitute_Reg_Notification from primary HA→
send Substitute_Reg_Confirmation to NMG ;
24 :
25 : receive Tunnel_Activation_Request from NMG →
if (MRType==1) then
26 :
discard message;
27 :
28 :
else
send Tunnel_Opening_Request to primary HA ;
29 :
30 :
fi
31 :
32 :
33 :
34 :
35 :
36 :

receive Tunnel_Opening_Replay from primary HA →
if (MRType==1) then
discard message;
else
send Tunnel_Activation_Replay to NMG ;
fi

37 : receive Tunnel_Alive_Request from primary HA →
send Tunnel_Alive_Replayt to primary HA ;
38 :

Fig. 6 – Executed Algorithm by a MR (NEMO module)

1 : receive Sub_Reg_Request from MRi→
2:
generate HA’s Nonce;
3:
send Sub_Reg_Invite to MRj (using HoAj);
4 : receive Substitute_BU from MRj→
5:
if (message valide) then
6:
update binding cache;
7:
send Substitute_BAck to MRj (using CoAj);
8:
send Substitute_Reg_Notification to MRi ;
9:
else
10 :
discard message;
11 :
fi
12 : receive Tunnel_Opening_Request from MRj→
open MRj for data traffic;
13 :
send Tunnel_Opening_Replay to MRj ;
14 :
start survivability test;
15 :

Fig. 7 – Executed algorithm by the primary HA (NEMO
module)

5. Implementation and Performance
Evaluation
5.1 Implementation under NS2
The implementation is done under NS-2.29 version [10]
including the MIH package of NIST [11]. In one hand, we
created a C++ MoMAgent inheriting from the Agent class
of NS-2 [12], to assume the mobility management at the
NMG entity level. The implemented messages are:
New_Sub_Reg,
Tunnel_Activation_request,
and
Tunnel_Activation_Replay.
In addition, we have brought modification on the NEMO
agent implemented at the MR and HA levels to assume the
registration mechanism of multiple CoAs of secondary
routers and tunnel switching, we have modified the HA
cache and added the following messages:
New_tunnel_Notification, sub_Reg_Request,
Substitute_BU, Substitute_BACK,
Substitute_Reg_Notification, and
Substitute_Reg_Confirmation.

5.2 Simulations
The simulations are conducted under NS2 to evaluate the
performances and to validate the introduced mobility
support.
The topology of the simulated network is presented in
Figure 9, where a hierarchical addressing [12] is adopted:
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Fig. 9 – Topology of simulated NEMO network

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Node 0: a router (0.0.0) presenting four wired
interfaces
Node 1: a corresponding node CN (3.0.0).
Node 2: the HA1 Home Agent (4.0.0) of the
primary router MR1.
Node 3: a base station IEEE 802.11 (access
router AR1 (1.0.0)) with a coverage of 100m.
Node 4: a base station IEEE 802.16 (access
router AR2 (2.0.0)) with a coverage of 1000m.
Node 5: the primary mobile router MR1 (4.1.0)
presenting two interfaces: an external interface
(802.11) and an internal interface (802.3) linked
to NMG.
Node 6: a secondary mobile router MR2 (4.2.0)
presenting two interfaces: an external interface
(802.16) and an internal interface (802.3) linked
to NMG.
Node 7: the NMG router (4.3.0) presenting three
wired interfaces (802.3).
Node 8: an MNN (4.3.1) linked directly to NMG.

The characteristics of the links and those of the bandwidth
as well and the delay are referred in Figure 9. A streaming
traffic CBR is sent by the CN towards a node MNN of the
NEMO network (PacketSize = 768 bytes, Interval = 16
ms). The simulation time is fixed at 20s.
The NS-2 simulator doesn’t withstand the mobility of a
full network, for this reason we have emulated the
movement of NEMO network by reducing the emission
power of the base station IEEE 802.11 (access router AR1
(1.0.0)). Following the importance of the caused power,
we activate either trigger LGD or trigger LD.
We consider the following simulation plan:
At the beginning of the simulation (from t=0 to t=5s),
NEMO network has a single link with the internet
network, the link with the base station 802.11 (AR1), the
base station 802.16 being deactivated. Consequently, a
single tunnel is available, the one established between
MR1 (the primary router) and its HA.
At t= 5s, the base station 802.16 is active, a second tunnel
is established between the secondary router MR2 and the
HA, MR2 is registered in HA as a substituent of MR1.
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Nombre de paquets perdus

At t=10s, we activate the trigger Link_Going_Down at
MR1 level, and this by reducing suitably the emission
power of the base station IEEE 802.11.
Then, at t=10 s, t= 10.05 s, t= 10.1 s, t = 10.15 s, t = 10.2
s, …., t = 10.5 s, in the same way with the previous, we
activate the trigger Link_Down to scan the rang [0,500
ms] of the possible values for the TimeInterval parameter
associated to LGD trigger. This manipulation will allow us
to determine the threshold for which it is possible to
ensure a seamless connectivity.

10

5

0

0

5.3 Results
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100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
TimeInterval (ms)

Fig. 11 – Packets loss vs TimeInterval parameter (LGD trigger)

2800
2700
TimeInterval = 250 ms

Numero de Sequence (Trafic TCP)

We have presented in Figure 10, the services interruption
time according to TimeInterval parameter. It is determined
by the past time between the reception of the last data
packet (traffic CBR) via MR1 and the reception of the first
data packet via MR2.
It is obvious that the connexion delay is inversely
proportional to TimeInterval, more this latter increases,
more is the chance to finish the tunnels switching
operation before the current link breaks down.
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Fig. 10 – Services interruption delay vs TimeInterval
parameter (LGD trigger)

Value 0 for TimeInterval means that the used trigger for
the activation of the tunnel commutation is the
Link_Down, i.e. we are dealing with a hard handover.
We note the threshold value of 250 ms for the
TimeInterval, for which the disconnection delay is null.
For applications such as the vision conference and the
voice on IP (VoIP), a delay of 50 ms is tolerable [20], thus
a threshold of 200 ms for TimeInterval can be kept. Notice
that we have used a RTT maximal value between AR2 and
HA given by the reference [21], that is 200 ms.

Figure 11 represents the number of the lost packet
according to TimeInterval. We can determine this by
making the difference between the sequence number (TCP
packet) and the first packet of the received data after reestablishing the connection and the sequence number of
the last data packet received before disconnecting. An
example is illustrated on Figure 12.
We notice a maximal loss of 15 packets for the case
TimeInterval = 0. If we make a comparison with the
NEMO BS protocol [14], with the same application CBR
(PacketSize = 768 bytes, Interval = 16 ms), handover of
this latter for an average time of 1250 ms will generate a
loss of about 78 packets.
The representation of the received traffic flow
(Throughput) measured at the MNN level is given at the
figure 13 for the TimeInterval values: 0 ms , 100 ms and
250 ms. The curves form of this figure confirms the results
obtained previously.
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